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MOTTO 
 
Success is a journey, not a destination 
God plans will always be greater and more beautiful than all your disappointments 
Work hard, dream big 
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 My beloved sister and brother 
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PREFACE 
First of all, the writer would like to thank Allah SWT for His blessing and the 
guidance during finishing the study in English Diploma Program, Faculty of 
Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University. 
Secondly, the writer would like to thank all of parties who have contributed and 
helps to finish the final project entitled “English Teaching Activities by Using 
Pictures to the First Grade Students in SD Al Firdaus Surakarta” 
The writer is interested to discuss the topic because she wants to know how the 
process of the English teaching and learning process for children especially in the 
elementary school. In this case, the writer chooses SD Al Firdaus as the place for 
doing the job training. 
The writer realizes that this final project is far from perfect. Therefore, the writer 
widely accepts any suggestions for the betterment of this final project report. 
 
Surakarta, 2015 
The Writer 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Ulfa Yuni Fajriyah. 2015. ENGLISH TEACHING ACTIVITIES BY USING 
PICTURES TO THE FIRST GRADE STUDENTS IN SD AL FIRDAUS 
SURAKARTA. English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas 
Maret University. 
This final project was written based on the job training done by the writer on 
January 9th until February 13th, 2015 in SD Al Firdaus Surakarta. The aim of this 
final project is to describe the activities of teaching and learning English to the 
first grade students of SD Al Firdaus Surakarta. It also describes the problems and 
the solutions during the teaching and learning process. 
The activities of teaching consist of introduction of the material, explanation of 
the material, doing the exercises and ending the lesson. The material of teaching 
English was taken from Stairway A Fun and Easy English Book for Grade 1 of 
Elementary Schools. 
There were three problems which arouse during the English teaching and learning 
process. The problems were the condition of the students in class, the students in 
memorizing the letters of the words and the students in pronouncing the words. 
The writer also gave the solutions to solve the problems. The writer gave special 
attention to the noisiest students and uncooperative students and also the passive 
students. The writer taught the vocabulary by reading in order to introduce the 
word and the letters, the writer used slides with animation in capturing students’ 
attraction and the writer pronounced the word three times to make students 
understand in pronouncing the vocabulary word. 
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